Illuminated Information Panels

Originally designed to satisfy the exacting demands of the aerospace industry, PPIUK facia panels are now specified for a wide variety of other applications and environments where operational integrity and clarity of presentation are essential requirements.

The company:
A young, highly trained engineering team using the latest CAD/CAM systems ensures that all customer demands and requirements are fully satisfied.

Using advanced manufacturing processes, combined with highly skilled production personnel together with tightly controlled in-house process specifications, guarantees that panels meet all standard and application specifications.

Quality assurance and control is strictly enforced at all stages of manufacture and administration. Such quality assurance meets and exceeds the stringent demands of our BS:EN:ISO 9001:2008 and EASA (CAA) Part 21, Section A, Subpart G approvals.

- Supported by a dedicated engineering team, whose services are freely available for design consultation and liaison, PPIUK facia panels are custom built to suit any desired configuration of displays and controls.
- On-going programme of research and development enables us to offer a uniquely comprehensive range of systems and ensures the continuing relevance of our designs to the latest advances in technology.
- PPIUK integrally illuminated panels are designed and manufactured in accordance with the requirements of the major UK and internationally recognised specifications including: MIL-DTL-7788G (formally SAE AS7788 or MIL-P-7788), type III, IV, V, VI and VII. Considerable experience has been generated over the last 50 years in the design and manufacture of panels for many applications, including, New build and modification programmes for the Aerospace, Marine and Defence Industries.
- PPIUK is renowned through industry for providing solutions to the exacting requirements as required by our customers, by supplying quality products, meeting production and delivery targets at competitive prices.

Product lines include:

Illuminated panels:
Wide range of illuminated panels generally in accordance with the requirements of MIL-DTL-7788G (Formally SAE AS7788 or MIL-P-7788), type III, IV, V, VI and VII. Considerable experience has been generated over the last 50 years in the design and manufacture of panels for many applications, including, New build and modification programmes for the Aerospace, Marine and Defence Industries.

Integrated Switch/keyboard Panels:
PPIUK has gained vast experience in the design and production of tactile switch panels as used in civil and military applications, Details are available on request.

Night Vision Goggle compatible Panels and components:
PPIUK are able to offer NVG compatible options across their entire range of integrally illuminated facia panels and the majority of their lighting component ranges. In the event that an application cannot be satisfied from the standard range of products, however, comprehensive facilities are available for the design and manufacture of suitable purpose built devices.
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